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Who owns a school?
• To whom do schools belong? Who owns a school?

• Is it the parents, the teachers, the head teacher or the governors? Is it the Local 
Authority or simply the local community? Or is it the children or the future children?

• It is not easy to answer, but just asking the question exposes the fault line in the 
"Big Society" rhetoric that lies behind all this. Gove claims to be handing powers 
back to the 'people who know best'- the teachers and parents'

• Gove wants to replace all those stakeholders working in partnership (sometimes 
difficult -but aren't partnerships always difficult). Gove wants to replace it all with a 
company limited by guarantee, a business.

• Now Mr Gove is a very important man. He is the Secretary of State for Education. I 
think we should listen to his views, to his officials and even his junior ministers. But 
he can't simply dictate. He can come to Haringey -we'll book Ally Pally if needs be 
- and debate us. But he can't simply dictate!



How do we improve 
schools?

• The real debate here is about how to improve schools. And let's make it clear we want to debate - we 
are not "enemies of promise" as Gove claimed last week - just enemies of privatisation. We want to 
debate and act swiftly on the best way to improve our schools

• This about pedagogy, about teaching and learning. Research and practice show how to improve 
schools. Fiona knows - she led a state, maintained primary that turned itself round. There is abundant 
evidence from here and abroad. No time here to give the detail here but remember this one line: 

• "the quality of an education system cannot exceed the quality of its teachers". This is the headline 
finding from those known left wing ideologues at the McKinsey Corporation!

• School improvement is about improving the quality of teaching. Supporting our heads, teachers and 
support staff in improving teaching and learning. It is the best way and incidentally the most cost 
effective.

• Yet Gove insists school improvement is simply a matter of turning a school into an academy. As 
Stephen Twigg said, he has put all his 'school improvement eggs in one basket'

• Lets have a serious and urgent discussion about school improvement - the proper role of local 
authority - and i am not convinced Haringey has done enough yet but LAs can be successful.



Setting the record 
straight on academies

• I expect there are many parents here who have children in academies, and perhaps even staff here who work in local 
academies. I am not criticising you or your school. I wish you all well

• But it is important to stress that academy status is not a magic bullet for school improvement. Some have done very 
well, but others haven't. Even Sir Michael Wilshaw admits academies fail!

• We hear a lot about Mossbourne in Hackney and i am delighted for the children who have succeeded there but how 
many of you know about Marlowe Academy in Kent? Their local paper described it as the third worst school in the 
country!

• Academies have been privileged in the politicians discourse - politicians of all main parties have made extravagant 
claims about academies being better. Billions of pounds have been put into academies - and although Labour was 
right to build new buildings in areas of greatest need, we have been sold a myth that cademies better, private 
business is better at running schools than public servants.

• Some argue they are neither for or against academies. I can see their point - I am not against the children, parents or 
staff in academies- but academies have been given a political spin by politicians that we simply can't ignore

• There is an agenda- call it what you will - neo-liberalism, neo- conservatism - Gove calls it as "supply side revolution" . 
But we call it privatisation and deregulation. 

• No time for detail - but governance is privatised, DfE now talk openly about mergers and acquisitions and Marcus 
Wilson, managing director of VT education recently taken over by a multinational corporation Babcock Education was 
interviewed by The Times just before the election and said 'we want run a thousand schools'.



Wider context
• This is part of a political agenda - small state, de-regulation and privatisation. It is similar to 

what they did in the banking and finance sector in the 1980's and 90s and look where that 
got us

• So tdefences out the defence of social democracy, the welfare state. It is similar to the 
attack on NHS etc.

• And it gets worse - Gove claims he believes in social justice but will preside over 15% real 
cut in school budgets by 2015

• Programmes that make a real difference are being slashed : One to one tuition, EMAS, 
behaviour support programmes. 

• Cuts and privatisation are two sides of same coin. Naomi Klein calls it "shock doctrine". 
Whatever you call it,  the bankers, the fat cats, the 1% are trying to break up state 
education.

• They have no mandate, not in the Coalition agreement nor the manifestos. When Gove calls 
us "bigoted, backward looking ideologues" - he should look in the mirror!



What is to be done?
• Serious and present danger, real danger of divide and rule, between the 4 schools and between the 4 schools 

and the rest of Haringey school and possibly between wealthy south & poorer north Haringey. That is why i 
believe we must be united.  Gove may seek compromise on one school to grab the other three. 

• Unite the Resistance - alliance model uniting all stakeholders in protest across the community. Message to the 
Downhills parents they have been fantastic but if Gove won't back down then we will need to consider the sort of 
muscle - industrial and political - that can win.

• Demand a debate, democratic rights in every schools (this is not just about the 4 schools)

• Message for Gove - We know some of our schools need and can be improved. We'll look at all the evidence on 
what is most effective and cost efficient way to improve our schools. But you better be prepared to debate. 
Sending officials is not enough.  Debate us in public or forget your academy conversions.

• I hesitate to say we need a public inquiry or more proper scrutiny in Parliament because already enough 
evidence now to call an immediate halt to the academies and free school programme.

• Tell you a secret? I was phoned by a head teacher last week. He said: Alasdair I feel a bit of fraud calling you, 
because I am the head of an academy. But I need your help. They are going to build a free school in my town 
that will undermine my school. 

• This is the logic of the privatisation and the market. Let's work together to stop it before it destroys state 
education. 



Action points
• Demonstration on 28th jan - opportunity for Haringey to show support 

for the 4 schools. This is an issue for every school.

• a full public debate - a conference of stakeholders- invite Gove or 
Lord Hill - to look at issue of school improvement to support our head 
teachers and local authority in developing a systematic approach

• Take our demands to Gove's door - that's an unintended 
consequence of what Prof. Richard Pring calls 'government schools'. 
If Gove centralises all decisions then he must live with the 
responsibility.

• Let him know, if he doesn't already, the people of Haringey know how 
to fight for democracy and against injustice!



Look to the future
National campaign for Education - progressive, democratic and comprehensive

• Progressive - using what we know are the best approaches on pedagogy, 
assessment, curriculum and behaviour.

• Democratic - involving and sharing the expertise and commitment of all 
stakeholders

• Comprehensive - offering a broad and balanced curriculum in which parents 
and children have choice from a rich and diverse curriculum

Need a new generation of fighters for comprehensive, progressive and 
democratic education - 

We want every child in every school to do well - how did Fiona and Melissa put 
it? A good local school for every child -  This is possible - look at Finland- but we 
get it without a fight. 


